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Controlling the 01-derivations of high-level grammars by high-level languages 
does not influence their generating power. In particular, the following additivity 
theorem holds: the language generated by an n-level grammar of which the 
derivations are controlled by an m-level language, can be generated by an 
(n + m + 1 )-level grammar. 10 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
High-level (string) grammars have been introduced in (Damm, 1982) to 
model the recursion inherent in ALGOL68-like programs with finite 
modes. A high-level grammar is an n-level grammar for some n 2 0. For 
increasing n, the language classes that are generated by n-level grammars 
with outside-in (01-) derivation mode, form an infinite hierarchy (Damm, 
1982; see also Engelfriet, 1983). This so-called 01-hierarchy starts with the 
classes of regular languages (n =O), context-free languages (n = l), and 
01-macro (or indexed) languages (n = 2), and it is sometimes called “the” 
natural extension of the Chomsky-hierarchy (Wand, 1975). In Section 2 of 
the present paper we recall the formal definition of n-level grammars as 
they are defined in (Damm and Goerdt, 1986) and show an easy example. 
In this paper we define Y-controlled n-level grammars, where J? is a 
class of languages. Roughly speaking, such a controlled grammar G is an 
n-level grammar of which the 01-derivations are controlled by strings 
taken from a language of 5? (in an 01-derivation only outermost occurren- 
ces of nonterminals may be rewritten). How does this control work? Sup- 
pose that a string of control symbols is printed on a one-way read-only 
tape. Since every inscription of this tape must be a member of a control 
language H from Z’, we also call it an T-tape. A sentential form of G has 
the same shape as a sentential form of a usual n-level grammar except that 
to every nonterminal a pointer to a square of the Y-tape is associated. 
* The work has been carried out during the author’s stay at the University of Leiden and 
has been supported by the Netherlands Organization for the Advancement of Pure Research 
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Thus, if A is a nonterminal and p a pointer to a square of the Y-tape, then 
the construct A(p) may occur in a sentential form of G. For different 
occurrences of nonterminals the pointers may be different too. The 
derivations of G start with the initial nonterminal and the pointer to the 
leftmost square of the Y-tape. A rule of G has the form 
Ay(am)...y(a2) y(al)+if sym=crthen<‘, (*I 
where OGmdn, A is a nonterminal (of level m), 
Ay (am ) . . . y (a2 ) y (a 1) -P < is a rule of a usual n-level grammar which is 
also called the underlying grammar (note that, for every i with 1< id m, 
y(ai) denotes the list of parameters of level i- l), 0 is a control symbol, 
and [’ is obtained from < by associating to every nonterminal the instruc- 
tion “read.” Thus, a nonterminal B occurring in [ is replaced by B( read) 
in [‘. Consider now a sentential form t1 of G and an outermost occurrence 
of A(p) in <, . If the symbol 0 is printed on the square to which p points, 
then the rule (*) can be applied to the considered occurrence of A(p); the 
result is the sentential form rZ, which is obtained from <i by the usual 
01-derivation relation of the underlying n-level grammar. The instruction 
read is interpreted as follows: shift the pointer p one square to the right and 
associate to every new nonterminal in c2 a copy of the advanced pointer 
(the old nonterminals keep their pointers). In this way every nonterminal 
in a sentential form has its private access to the (global) control string. In 
other words, the controlled rewritings of different (occurrences of) nonter- 
minals are independent from each other, because the control string is 
“distributed”; but notice that every distributed control string is a suffix of 
the string that is initially printed on the Y-tape. 
The main motivation to study this notion of control is the fact that the 
usual T-controlled ETOL systems (investigated in, e.g., (Ginsburg and 
Rozenberg, 1975; Nielsen, 1975; Asveld, 1977; Lange, 1983; Engelfriet et 
al., 1980; Engelfriet, 1982, 1986a, 1986b) are equivalent to Z-controlled 
context-free grammars, i.e., context-free grammars of which the derivations 
are controlled in our sense. A rule 
A-+if sym=a then u,B,(read)v, . ..B.(read)v,, 
of an dp-controlled context-free grammar, where k 2 0, the vls are terminal 
strings, and A, B,, . . . . B, are nonterminals, corresponds in the ETOL for- 
malism to a rule A -+ o,B, u, . .. Bkuk in the table c (cf. Engelfriet, 1976, for 
the fact that the parallelism of ETOL systems can be realized by using the 
sequence of tables as distributed control string). This means that our 
notion of control captures both the parallelism which is inherent in ETOL 
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systems (Rozenberg, 1973), as well as the restriction on the use of rules 
which is imposed by the control language. Thus, e.g., for 9 =&no (the 
class of regular languages), the TREG -controlled context-free grammars 
generate the class of ETOL languages (because &,,-controlled ETOL 
systems are equivalent to uncontrolled ETOL systems). In this paper we 
generalize Y-controlled context-free grammars (i.e., Y-controlled ETOL 
systems) to Y-controlled high-level grammars as explained above. Note 
that Y-controlled regular grammars are equivalent to generalized sequen- 
tial machines if these are viewed as generators of their output with an 
Y-based, or Y-present, input tape. 
Clearly, our version of control is different from the one introduced in 
Ginsburg and Spanier (1968) and studied extensively in (Greibach, 1977): 
there, leftmost derivations of context-free grammars are controlled and in 
every stage of a derivation only one nonterminal has access to the control 
string. Our formalism is also different from the one, which is presented in 
Chapter V.6 of Salomaa (1973): there, arbitrary derivations of context-free 
grammars are controlled. However, if linear context-free grammars are con- 
sidered, then clearly all three discussed versions are equivalent. For 
investigations of control on linear context-free grammars we refer to 
(Greibach, 1977; Khabbaz, 1974a, b; Duske and Parchmann, 1984; Vogler 
1986a). 
The main result of this paper is the fact that high-level grammars are as 
powerful as Y..,, -controlled high-level grammars, where Y+ol denotes the 
class of high-level languages. In other words, controlling the derivations of 
high-level grammars by high-level languages does not influence their 
generating power (but it increases their level). Roughly speaking, this 
follows from a generalization of the characterization of high-level gram- 
mars by iterated pushdown automata (proved in Engelfriet and Vogler, 
1985; cf. Lemma 9 of this paper) and the fact that the simulation of the 
control mechanism requires an additional pushdown (cf. Theorem 11). We 
note that the proof of Theorem 11 can be understood without any 
knowledge of high-level grammars; however, for the sake of completeness, 
we recall in Section 2 the formal definition of this concept. As an easy 
corollary of Theorem 11 we obtain the inclusion of the ETOL (control) 
hierarchy in the Or-hierarchy (Engelfriet, 1986b). In particular, this result 
implies the well-known fact that the class of ETOL languages is included in 
the class of Or-macro languages (Culik, 1974). 
As a technical tool for our investigation we use the concept of “grammar 
with storage,” introduced in (Engelfriet, 1986a) briefly recalled in Section 2. 
Then we formalize the one-way g-tape as a storage, denoted by one- 
way(p), and define Z-controlled high-level grammars as high-level gram- 
mars with one-way(T) storage. 
This paper is an extended and revised version of (Vogler, 1986b). 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
We assume the reader is familiar with the concepts of regular grammar 
and context-free grammar (see, e.g., Hopcroft and Ullman, 1978). In this 
section we fix some notations and recall the formal definition of high-level 
grammars (Damm and Goerdt, 1986) and the concept of context-free 
grammar with storage (Engelfriet, 1986a). 
The empty string is denoted by 1. For a set V, V* is the set of strings 
over V. As usual, an element w  E I’* of length k is viewed as a mapping w: 
{ 1, . . . . k) -+ V where w(i) denotes the ith letter of M’. 
Regular grammars and context-free grammars are specified by a tuple 
(N, C, Ain, R), where N and C are the finite sets of nonterminals and ter- 
minals, respectively, A,, is the initial nonterminal, and R is the finite set of 
rules. The classes of regular grammars and of context-free grammars are 
denoted by REG and CF, respectively. 
For the definition of high-level grammars we need some prerequisites. 
Let Q be a set the elements of which are called types. A Q-set is a pair 
( V, type), where V is a set and type: V-r Q is a mapping. We write y : T 
rather than type(y) = r for every y E V. For every t E Q, I” = {y E VI y : z ) 
and for every U’E Q* of length k, V” = .((r,, . . . . yk) 1 yi E Pi) for every 
1 6 i < k}. For two Q-sets Vi and V,, I’, s V, and V, u V, are defined 
type by type. For two sets V and A, V(A) denotes the set (r(a) IYE V 
and a E A }. If ( V, type) is a Q-set, then ( V(A ), type’) is a Q-set and the 
types carry over from I’ to V(A ). In the rest of this paper let Q = {q}. 
Intuitively, the concept of n-level grammar extends the concept of macro 
grammar in the sense that the nonterminals are allowed to have arguments 
that are functionals over C* (where Z is the terminal alphabet) rather than 
just constants of type Z*; the functional level is bounded by n. E.g., in a 
3-level grammar, a nonterminal A may represent the functional 
(z*+z*)x(z*xz*~z*)+(z**z*). That is, A takes two 
arguments yl,rl and .y2,r2 of (functional) level 1 that represent the functions 
C* + Z* and C* x .Z* + X*, respectively, one argument y,.r3 of level 0 
that represents a constant in .Z*, and produces a constant in Z*. This 
typing concept is formally defined by the notion of derived type. 
The set of derived types over the base type q, denoted by D, is the set 
U{D”ln20}, whereD’={q}andforeverynaO, D”+‘=(D”)*xD”.The 
level of a derived type r E D” with n > 0, denoted by level(r), is n; for every 
D-set ( V, type), the level of y E I’, also denoted by level(y), is 
level(type(y)). Thus, in the example above, we associate with A, ~i,~i, yz,r2r 
and yl.r3 the derived types ((q,qMmqh (4, q)h (aqh (cm q), and 4. 
respectively, where C* is considered as a { q}-set. 
The right-hand sides of rules of a high-level grammar are applicative 
terms. Intuitively, they represent the symbolic application of objects of 
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derived types to arguments of appropriate derived type. Formally, for every 
D-set V, the D-set of applicative terms over V, denoted by AT(V), is the 
smallest D-set AT such that the following two conditions hold: (i) VS AT. 
(ii) For every (a, V)E D, if &, EAT’“~” and HEAT’, then &,<EAT”. 
Before we can formally define the concept of high-level grammar we 
introduce a set of typed parameters. The D-set of parameters is the tuple 
(Y,type), where Y=(y,,li>l and z~D} and type (~~.~)=t. For k>O 
and aE(D”)* of length k, the list of parameters (Y,.~(~,, . . . . Y~,~,~)) is 
abbreviated by y (a ). 
Now let n > 0. An n-level grammar G is a tuple (N, Z, Ai,, R), where 
- N is the finite D-set of nonterminals such that for every A EN, 
level(A) < n, 
~ 2 is the finite Q x Q-set of terminals (recall that Q = {q}), 
- Ai” E AT(N)” is the initial term, and 
- R is the finite set of rdes of the form 
Adam > ....v<a2) Aal > -+ i, (*) 
where A EN’ with z = (am, . . . (a2, (al, 4)). . . ), m b 0, i E AT( V)” with V= 
N u C u { # } u Y, where # is a new symbol of type q, and every parameter 
in [ also occurs in the left-hand side of the rule. (Note that the special 
symbol # is needed as “leaf’ in applicative terms over Z.) 
The class of n-level grammars is denoted by n - 01; * - 01 denotes the 
class U {n - 011 n b 0} of high-level grammars. 
1. EXAMPLE. Consider the 3-level grammar G = (N, Z, Ai,, R) specified 
by 
- the set of nonterminals N = {A,,, A, +, B, C} of type 
Ah: 4 
A: (((q, 41, (4, q)), ((4, qh (q,q))) 
+: (((43 4), (99 4))((4? 913 (4Y4)h ((42 4)7 (4,4))) 
B: ((q,qL (q,q)) 
c: ((4, cl), (43 4)) 
- the set of terminals Z = { $, a} 
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- the parameters occurring in the rules: 
yl,r2 and y2, r2 with 22 = ((4, qh (q,q)) 
Y,.~, with 71 = (q, q) 
y,,rO with r0 = q 
(note that the index of a T indicates its level), 
- the rules (l)-(7): 
(1) Ain +A(B)(a)(#) 
(2) ~(Y,,,2)(Y,,,,)(Yl,ro) + A( +(4 ~,,,z))(Y,,,,)(Y,,,,) 
(3) NY,,r2)(Y,,,* NY,.,,) + ~(Yl,r2(Yl.rl)(Yl.rO)) 
(4) + (Y,,rz, Y2.d )(Yl,,l)(Y,,*o) -+ Y,,~2(~,,,,)(~(Y2.r2(Y1.r,)(Y,.rO))~ 
(5) ~(Y,,*,)(Y,.ro) -+ 4C(Y,,,l ))(Yl,rO) 
(6) NYl,Tl)(Yl,d + Yl.~l(Yl,cJ 
(7) C(Y,.,,)(Yl,&J -+ Y,.,l(.Yl,,,(Y,,,,)). 
Note that level(A) = level( + ) = 3. Note also that, e.g., in the right-hand 
side of rule (3)y,,,2(~~,,r,) denotes the application ofSv,,rZ toy,,,,; the result 
is an applicative term of type (q, q). 
Conceptually, a derivation step of an n-level grammar G proceeds in the 
same way as in macro grammars with 01-mode of derivation: an out- 
ermost occurrence of a nonterminal A is replaced (together with the actual 
values of all its parameters) by the right-hand side i of a rule for A, and 
then the actual values are substituted for the occurrences of the parameters 
in c. Let *cc) denote the derivation relation of G. Note that =+-cc) is a 
binary relation over AT(Nu C u { # 1)“. Now the string language 
generated by G is defined as follows. Consider the set of applicative terms 
over C u ( # } derived from Ai, ; every such term t has the form 
u,(u~(~..u,,(#)...)) for some nB0 and u~EC, because C is a QxQ-set. 
Now t is identified with the string ala2 ... a, over C; in particular, # is 
identified with A. Then the (string) language generated by G, denoted by 
L(G), is the set {M’EC*)Ai” S,,, w  and WEAT(ZU { # })}. Rather than 
giving a formal definition we illustrate the notion of derivation relation at 
the grammar of Example 1. 
1. EXAMPLE (continued). An 01-derivation of G looks as follows: 
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z 4 + (4 W)(a)( ii+ 1 
z N + (4 + (4 @))(a)( # 1 
z S( + (B, + (4 @)(a)( # )I 
s $(B(aN$( + (BY BNa)( # 1))) 
*  $(uexp’n’)($( + (4 B)(a)( # I))), 
‘G) 
where uexp’rtl’ abbreviates the string a( ... a(a with 2”‘~‘s 
z $(u “““‘““(~(~(a)($(~(u)( # )))))) 
+- $(uexp(n1)($(uexp(n2)($(uexp~“3)( # )))))). 
The language generated by G is the set { $u~~~(“~) $uexp’“*) . . . $uexp(nk) 1 k > 1 
and, for every i, ni is a non-negative integer}. 
Since n-level grammars can start with an applicative term over nonter- 
minals, they are a small modification of the n-level grammars as defined in 
(Damm, 1982). But by the usual trick of adding a new initial rule, it can be 
shown that the two concepts are equivalent. 
From now on let MOD be the set of modifiers {REG, CF, n - 01, 
* - 01} and let X range over MOD if not specified otherwise. Grammars 
in the class X are also called X grammars. The derivation relation of an X 
grammar G is denoted by accj. For XE {n -01, * -01} the 
01-derivation relation is considered. YX denotes the class of (string) 
languages generated by X grammars. The union of the classes &or with 
n > 0 forms the OZ-hierarchy Ye _ or (Damm, 1982; Engelfriet and Schmidt, 
1977), i.e., 9. -oI = u, YnPOr. Note that YO-ol = JZ&~, 6”; -01 = .L&, 
and Y2 - o, = ZMAC = L&, (Damm, 1982; Engelfriet and Vogler, 1985), 
where gMAC and LZ’~,, denote the classes of languages generated by OI- 
macro grammars (Fischer, 1968) and by indexed grammars (Aho, 1968) 
respectively. 
Now we recall the concept of context-free grammar with storage from 
Engelfriet (1986a). In fact, we define X grammars with storage for an 
arbitrary XE MOD rather than only for X= CF. 
A storage type S is a tuple (C, P, F, Z, E, m), where C is the set of con- 
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figurations, P is the set of predicate symbols, F is the set of instruction 
symbols, I is the set of input elements, E is the set of encoding symbols, 
and m is the meaning function which interprets every p E P as a mapping 
m(p): C+ {true, false], every f E F as a partial function m(f): C -+ C, and 
every e E E as partial function m(e): I+ C. The meaning function of a 
storage type is extended in the obvious way to boolean expressions over P. 
For the sake of convenience we use the shorthand “predicate” for 
“predicate symbol”; in a similar way we abbreviate “instruction symbol” 
and “encoding symbol.” 
The triuiaf storage type S, is the storage type ({c}, /zr, {id}, {c}, (id}, 
m), where c is an arbitrary object and m(id)(c) = c. 
We say that S contains an identity, if there is an instruction f in F such 
that for every c E C, m(f)(c) = c. (Thus S, has an identity: id.) In the rest of 
this paper S denotes the storage type (C, P, F, I, E, m) and we assume that 
S contains an identity. 
2. EXAMPLE. The storage type count-mod is the tuple (C, P, F, I, E, m), 
where 
- C = (Nat u { 0} ) x Nat, where Nat = ( 1, 2, 3, . . . } 
- P = { iszero > 
- F= {inc, id), 
~ Z-Nat 
- E= (inject) 
- for every (i, j) E C, 
m(iszero)( (i, j)) = true iff i = 0, 
m(inc)((i, j))= ((i+ 1) mod j, j), 
m(id)((L A) = (i, .A, 
m(inject)(j) = (0, j). 
An X(S) grammar G is a tuple (N, e, C, Ainr R), where N, C, and Ai, are 
the alphabets of nonterminals, terminals, and the initial term, respectively, 
as defined for X grammars, e E E is the encoding, and R is the finite set of 
rules; each rule is of the form 0 + if b then c’, where 0 + [ is a rule of a 
usual X grammar, b is a boolean expression over P, and i’ is obtained from 
[ by replacing every occurrence of a nonterminal B by B(f) for some 
f E F. The rule 0 -+ if true then [’ is abbreviated by 8 + [‘. 
The language generated by an X(S) grammar is defined via the notion of 
associated grammar. As a technical tool we first introduce a notation for 
the substitution of strings. Let l be a string over an arbitrary alphabet, let 
U be a set, and for u E U, let 0(u) be a string depending on U; then 
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<[u t f?(u); u E U] denotes the string obtained from 4 by replacing every 
occurrence of u E U in < by 0(u). 
Let G = (N, e, C, Ai,, R) be an X(S) grammar. The infinite X grammar 
G = (N’, Z, A, R’) associated with G is defined by N’ = N(C), A is any 
element of N’, and R’ is obtained as follows. If 0 + if b then [ is in R, then 
for every c E C such that m(b)(c) = true and such that for every instruction 
f occurring in [, m(f) is defined on c, the rule 0,. -+ [c is in R’, where 0, = 
@[A + A(c); A EN] and i< = {[B(f) t B(m(f )(c)); BEN, f EF]. 
(Note that N’ and R’ may be infinite.) The derivation relation of G, 
denoted by act,, is defined to be the one of c; i.e., a(G) = =z-~G~. The 
language generated by G, denoted by L(G), is the set 
iw E ‘* I (Ain)rncr,(u, S(G) MI for some UE I such that m(e)(u) is defined} 
where, for every CEC, (A,,),. =Ai”[A + A(C); A EN]. 
3. EXAMPLE. The REG(count-mod)-grammar G is defined by (N, 
inject, Z, Ai,, R), where N= (Ai,, A, B), Z= {a, b}, and R contains the 
following rules 
A >n -+;I 
Ai” + aA(inc) 
A -+ if not(iszero) then aA(inc) 
A -+ if iszero then bB(inc) 
B -+ if not(iszero) then bB(inc) 
B -+ if iszero then Ai,( 
Recall that in the right-hand sides of the two rules for Ai, we have dropped 
“if true then.” 
Here is a typical derivation of G: 
Ain((O, 3)) z ~A((19 3)) 
z aaA((Z 3)) 
5 aaaA((O, 3)) 
5 mbB((l, 3)) 
5 aaabbbB( (0,3)) 
3 aaabbb A in ( (033 ) > 
z aaabbb. 
It is obvious that L(G) = { (unbn), 1 m > 0 and n 2 I}. 
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The class of languages generated by X(S) grammars is denoted by 
P”(S). Clearly, X(S,) grammars are equivalent to X grammars. Hence, 
2’X(S0) = TX. We refer the reader for more details and examples to 
(Engelfriet, 1986a; Engelfriet and Vogler, 1985, 1986). 
3. CLOSURE UNDER CONTROL 
In this section we formalize the concept of control, as it is described in 
the Introduction, and prove that the 01-hierarchy is closed under control; 
i.e., the controlling of derivations of high-level grammars has no influence 
on their generating power. 
The medium which carries strings of the control language is a one-way 
read-only tape, which is defined as the storage type one-way(Y) for a class 
9 of control languages. In the rest of this paper 2’ denotes an arbitrary 
class of languages. We fix an infinite set Q of control symbols and assume 
that every language of dip is a set of strings over a finite subset of Q. 
4. DEFINITION. The one-way P-tape, denoted by one-way(g), is the 
storage type (C, P, F, Z, E, m), where C=Q*, P= {sym=6)6E52}u 
{empty}, F= {read}, Z=Q*, E={~,IHE~‘}), for c=aw~C (with 
cTEi-2, wEsz*), m(sym = 6)(c) = true iff IT = 6, m(sym = s)(n) = false, 
m(empty)(c) = false, m(empty)(l) = true, m(read)(c) = w, m(read)(l) is 
undefined, and m(eH): Q* + Q* with m(eH)(w) = w  for every WE H and 
I1z(eH)(w) is undefined for w  $ H. 
Recall that X ranges over [ REG, CF, n - 01, * - 01). 
5. DEFINITION. An Y-controlled X grammar is an X(one-way(Z)) 
grammar. 
To stress the origin of the class of languages generated by .P’-controlled 
X grammars, we denote this class by CTRL(X, 2). Hence, CTRL(X, 9) = 
YX(one-way(Y)). 
Let Y0 be the class of languages (d* 1 A is a finite subset of !2 >. It is 
shown in (Engelfriet, 1976) that CTRL(CF, TO) = ETOL, where ETOL 
denotes the class of languages generated by ETOL systems (see also 
Engelfriet, 1986a). Actually, the control languages in Y0 force a parallelism 
on the derivations of the context-free grammar, but do not specify which 
sequences of rules have to be applied. Consequently, CTRL(CF, 2’) = 
ETOL(P), where ETOL(2) denotes the class of languages generated by 
.Y-controlled ETOL systems (cf. the discussion in the Introduction). We 
also note that ~&no- controlled ETOL systems are equivalent to (uncon- 
trolled) ETOL systems, i.e., CTRL(CF, ZO) = CTRL(CF, S&o), and it is 
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not so difficult to see that this holds in general, i.e., CTRL(X, &) = 
CTWX -%m). 
6. EXAMPLE. (i) Consider the .2& -controlled context-free grammar 
G = (N, eH, 2, A in, R), where N = {A in, A }, H is the context-free language 
(#w~w=a”6”withn~0},~={$,a,b},andRcontainstherules 
A,, +if sym= # then A(read) $A(read) $A(read), 
A+if sym=a then aA(read), 
A -+ if sym = 6 then bA (read ), and 
A + if empty then ,I. 
The string # w  with w  = OCR 66 controls the derivation of G as follows (In 
order to show the independence of rewriting for different occurrences of 
nonterminals, we do not apply a systematic derivation strategy such as left- 
to-right, but derive in an arbitrary fashion.): 
Ai”( #W) - A(W) $A(w) $A(w) 
- A(w) $aA(a SS) $A(w) 
- A(w) $auA(66) $A(w) 
2 A(w) $uubA(d) $uA(o SS) 
&A(w) $uubbA(l) $uuA(@) 
- A(w) $uubb $uuA(cM) 
3 UUA (66 ) $uubb $uubA (6 ) 
2 UUA (66 ) $uubb $uubb 
It is easy to see that L(G) = {w $w $w 1 w  = u”b” with n >O} and L(G) E 
ETOL(Z&). If H= { # w  w~{cr,6}*},thenL(G)={w$w%w~w~{u,b}*} 1 
and clearly L(G) E ETOL 
(ii) Consider again the 3-level grammar of Example 1. We impose a 
control on the derivation of this grammar by defining the Y&o-controlled 
3-level grammar G = (N, eH, Z, Ai,, R), where N, .Z’, and Ai, are defined as 
in Example 1, H is the regular language {a# 6 ( n 2 0}, and R contains the 
rules: 
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(1) Ai, -if sym=cr then A(read)(B(read))(a)(#) 
(2) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ )h,d + if sym = a then 
MeaW + (reaWB(reaO~ Y~,,~))(Y~,,~)(Y~.,~) 
(3) A(1’1.,2)(.1’,,,,)(~l,,o) + if vm = 6 then $(Y,.,z(Y~,,~)(Y~,~o)) 
(4) + (YLr2, Y*.r*)(Yl.rl)(YI.rcl) -+ Yl.d(~l.rl)(~(Y2,r2(Y*.rl)(Y1.rO))) 
(5) NY,,,, )(~~.d -+ if sym = 0 then B(read)(C(read)(y,,,,))(y,,,,) 
(6) Ny,,,, )(yl.,o) -+ if vm = 6 then Y~.,~(.Y~.,~ 
(7) W,.,l)(Y,,,,) + YLr,(YL,,(Y,,,O)). 
Note that rules (4) and (7) can be applied disregarding the current control 
symbol. The derivation with control string EC* 6 looks like 
z V+ (6)(B(~), + (~6) 
(B(a 6 >, B<02 6 > ))(a)( f )I 
z f?B(d >(a)(%( + <(I. 6 > 
(%a 6 >t B(g2 6 >)(a)( # 1))) 
z $(4$(B(a 6 XQ)($(B(~~ 6 >(a)( # )I)))) 
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It is not so difficult to see that L(G) = {$uexp(o) $uexp”’ ... $u~‘~(~)I~ 3 0}, 
where again exp(m) = 2” for every m 2 0. 
The class of X grammars is closed under control if the controlling of 
derivations by languages in gY does not increase their generating power. 
7. DEFINITION. X is closed under control if CTRL(X, YX) c YX. 
Loosely speaking, we also say that “TX is closed under control” rather 
than “X is closed under control.” 
The proof of closure of e-01 under control is based on two facts. First, n- 
01(S) grammars are equivalent to REG(P”(S)) grammars. P”(S) is the 
storage type “n-iterated pushdown of S” and, roughly speaking, a con- 
figuration of P”(S) is a pushdown of pushdowns of.. . of pushdowns (n 
times) of configurations of S. (Do not confuse this P with the denotation of 
the set of predicates in the storage type S.) Second, pR,,,(S)-controlled 
n - 01 grammars can be simulated by n - OI(P(S)) grammars, i.e., using 
the above characterization, by (n + 1) - 01(S) grammars. Actually, since 
this simulation does not depend on any specific property of n-level gram- 
mars, we provide the proof for Z&S)-controlled X grammars for 
arbitrary XE MOD rather than only for X= n - 01. 
The characterization of n - 01(S) grammars is proved in (Engelfriet and 
Vogler, 1985). It generalizes the equivalence of n-level grammars and 
n-iterated pushdown automata which is shown in Damm and Goerdt 
(1986). Before we cite the characterization, we recall from (Greibach, 1970; 
Engelfriet, 1983, 1986a; Engelfriet and Vogler, 1985, 1986) the concept of a 
pushdown of S configurations. 
8. DEFINITION. The pushdown of S, denoted by P(S), is the storage type 
(C’, P’, F’, I’, E’, m’), where 
C’ = (r x C) + and r is a fixed infinite set of pushdown symbols, 
P’= {top=yIyEf} u {test(p)(peP} u {bottom), 
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P’= (push(y, f)lver and fEF}u {stay(y, f)l~~r and ~EF}U 
jstay(y)ly~~~ u ~WU)If~F) u {stay} u (pop). 
I’= I, 
E’=I-xE, 
and for c/=(6, c)j with S+Z~, CEC, and PEC’U {A), 
m’(top = y)(c’) = true iff (y = 6), 
m’(teW))(c’) = UP), 
m’(bottom)(c’) = true iff c’E TX C, 
m’(push(y, f)Nc’, = (Y, W-)(c)Nh c)B, 
m’(stv(y, f)Nc’) = (Y, m(f)(c))8, 
m’(stay(y))(c’) = (Y, c)B, 
m’(stay(f))(c’) = (4 W)(c))P, 
m’( stay)( c’) = c’, 
m’(pop)(c’) =/I, if /I # ,?, and 
for UE 4 m’((y, e))(u) = (Y, m(e)(u)). 
Note that P(S) contains the identity stay. In the usual way the “map- 
ping” test: P -+ {test(p) 1 PEP} is extended to the set BE(P) of boolean 
expressions over P. The pushdown operator P can be iterated as follows: 
P’(S) = S and for every n 3 0, P” + ‘(S) = P( P”( S)). P”(S,) is denoted by 
P”. In Theorem 8.6(b) of (Engelfriet and Vogler, 1985) the class of trans- 
lations induced by n-level S transducers with monadic terminal alphabet is 
characterized by regular P”(S) transducers. Here we cite the weaker 
equality for the corresponding classes of ranges. Note that S contains an 
identity. 
9. LEMMA. For every n B 0, Yn ~ &S) = L&J P”(S)). 
The next theorem is central in the proof of the closure result. It states 
that for every 3&,(S)-controlled X grammar there is an equivalent 
X(P(S)) grammar. Actually, the construction extends the proof of the 
inclusion of the ETOL languages in the class of indexed languages (Culik, 
1974): recall that ETOL = CTRL(CF, -$,o) and note that the class of 
indexed languages is characterized by CF(P) grammars (Engelfriet, 1986a). 
Consider an =z&, (S)-controlled X grammar G and let eH be the encoding 
of G with a language H of Z&~(S). The X( P(S)) grammar G’ simulates G 
in two phases. First, it builds up in its pushdown a string from the control 
language H by imitating the REG(S) grammar G, that generates H. Dur- 
ing this phase all sentential forms are of the form A(c), where A is a non- 
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terminal and c is a configuration of Z’(S). Second, G’ simulates G by testing 
the pushdown symbol of the topmost square and popping the pushdown 
rather than reading the Y-tape and advancing the pointer on the tape. 
Unfortunately, after the first phase, the control string of H occurs reversed 
with respect to the direction top to bottom. Hence, our lemma only works 
if 6pREc(S) is closed under reversal. However, for every storage type S, 
P&(P(S)) is closed under reversal (cf. Lemma 12), and this suffices to 
prove the closure of Ye mO, under control. 
In order to facilitate our job of describing the first phase, we transform 
the REG(S) grammar G, into normal form. A REG(S) grammar G is in 
normal form if the right-hand side of every rule is contained in {A> v 
N(F) u AN(F), where N and A are the sets of nonterminals and terminals 
of G, respectively, and F is the set of instructions of S. 
10. LEMMA. Every REG(S) grammar can be transformed into an 
equivalent grammar in normal form. 
Proof: Since S contains an identity id, undesired right-hand sides 
can be simulated by a sequence of appropriate rules with auxiliary non- 
terminals. E.g., if A -+ if b then abcB( f) is a rule where a, b, and c are 
terminals, then this rule is replaced by the rules A --f if b then a[bc, B] (f ), 
[bc, B] + b[c, B](id), and [c, B] + cB(id), where [bc, B] and [c, B] 
are auxiliary nonterminals. The formal construction is left to the reader. 1 
11. THEOREM. Zf L-Y&S) is closed under reversal, then 
CTRW, %xAS)) G %(P(S)). 
Proof. Let G = (N, eH, Z, Ai”, R) be an &,,(S)-controlled X gram- 
mar, i.e., an X(one-way(Z&S))) grammar. Let HG A* where A is a 
finite subset of Sz; we assume that A E r. Since &&S) is closed under 
reversal, there is a REG(S) grammar G, = (N,, e,, A, A;“, R,) in normal 
form such that L(G,) = HR, where HR denotes the reversal of H. We 
assume that N and N, are disjoint. Construct the X(P(S)) grammar G’ = 
(N’, e’, 2, A;,,, R’) as 
N’=N,uN; if XE{n-01, * - OI>, then every nonterminal in N, is 
of level 0 and every nonterminal in N keeps its type in N’, 
e’ = (!$, e,) for a designated symbol $ in r, not in A. 
The set R’ of rules is defined by (i) and (ii): 
(i) LetA+ifbthencbearuleofR,: 
If 5 = aB( f) with aE A and B(f) E N,(F), then A + if test(b) 
then B(push(a, f)) is in R’; 
b43:7a/3-3 
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if i= B(f’) with B(f) EN,(F), then A + if test(h) then 
B(stay(f)) is in R’; 
if [ = jU, then A + if test(b) then Ai, is in R’, where A:, = 
Ai”[A +- A(stay); A EN]. 
(ii) If 0 + if h then c is in R, then 0 + if 6’ then [’ is in R’, 
where b’=b[(sym=a)t(top=a); aEA][empty+top=$] and [‘= 
[[read + pop]. 
Define the X(P(S)) grammar G,! = (N’, e’, 2, A;,, RI), where R: is the set 
of rules obtained only by (i). Then it is easy to see that the following 
statement holds: 
For every uEland 6,, 6 2, . . . . 6, E A with n 2 0, A[,(m(e,)(u)) sCG.,) 
6, 6, . ..6., iff A:,(~z(~‘)(u)) s,,;, (A,,),. with (A,,),. = Ai”[A + 
A(c); AENI and ~=(6,,,~,,)...(6,,c,)(6,,c,)($,m(e,)(u)) for 
some c,, cI, . . . . c,, E C. 
Obviously, once G’ has reached (A,,),., the computations of G’ and G are 
in a one-to-one correspondence. Hence, L(G) = L(G’). 1 
Before we prove closure of * - 01 under control, we show that 
YREG(P(S)) is closed under reversal. 
12. LEMMA. LZ”EG( P(S)) is closed under reversal. 
Proof In (Engelfriet, 1986a) it is proved that Y&P(S)) = .9&(S) 
(note that S contains an identity). Now the easy proof of the closure of 
Zr under reversal can be generalized in a straightforward way to context- 
free S grammars. 1 
13. THEOREM. The 01-hierarchy is closed under control, i.e., 
CTRL(* - 01, 9. p0,) c 9. mO,. In particular, for every n, m 20, 
CTRL(n-01, Y~-or)~YV~oi with v=n+m+ 1. 
Proof Let n, m > 0. We prove that CTRL(n - 01, Ymm oi) E 9,. -oi 
with v=n+m+ 1. Then CTRL(*-01, Y._,,)EZ.-~, follows 
immediately. CTRL(n - 01, Pm-o,) = CTRL(n - 01, Z(P”)) (by 
Lemma9for S=S,)sdpn~Ol(Pm+’ ) (by Theorem 11 for S = P”; note that 
-%EG(PO) = %EG T which is closed under reversal; for J&o( P”) with m > 0 
closure under reversal is shown in Lemma 12) = Y,,-,, with v = n + m + 1 
(by Lemma 9 for S= Pm+’ and for S=&). m 
Note that, since 6p0-01 = J&o, the level goes up by one in the 
simulation of Z&o -controlled n - 01 grammars. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 11 we obtain the containment 
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of the ETOL (control) hierarchy in the 01-hierarchy. This was recently 
proved in (Engelfriet, 1986b) via the characterization of ETOL by means of 
checking-stack pushdown machines. The ETOL hierarchy (Asveld and van 
Leeuwen, 1975; Engelfriet, 1982) is constructed by iterating the 
control on context-free grammars starting from the regular languages. 
Formally, ETOL,(P’) = Y and for every n 20, ETOL,, ,(U) = 
CTRL(CF, ET0LJ.Y)). Then the ETOL hierarchy consists of the classes 
ETOL,(P&,,) for every n >,O. Note that ETOL,(Y) = CTRL(CF, P’) = 
ETOL(Y) and ETOL,, ,(U) = ETOL(ETOL,(Y)). 
14. THEOREM. The ETOL hierarchy is contained in the 01-hierarchy; 
more precisely, for every n 2 0, ETOL,(YREG) c 6p,, - ol. 
Proof. The proof is done by induction on n. The case n =0 holds, 
because aP,,, = S$ _ O1. ETOL, + 1 (YREG) = CTRL(CF, ETOL,( P&)) E 
CTRL(CF, 3’*n--o,) (by induction hypothesis). Now it is easy to see that 
context-free grammars are particular 1 - 01 grammars and that, for every 
P’, CTRL(CF, U) E CTRL( 1 - 01, Yip). Then it follows by Theorem 11 
that CTRL(CF, Y*,, ~ o,) G CTRL( 1 - 01, 3, ~ o,) c -rtU ~ o,, where v = 
2n + 2. 1 
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